Satanic Logo Update
This is just a brief update to my last program, which was about that
very interesting logo which Israel has adopted for Barack Obama's visit
next month. And we found many satanic images in that logo, and we've
already discovered that the four stripes, for example, symbolize Barack
Obama, because his number in bible prophecy is 4 4 4, and the sixpointed star symbolizes the Antichrist because his number is 6 6 6 in
Bible prophecy.

Now what this indicates is that either, Obama will morph into the
Antichrist, or he will be dominated by the Antichrist because notice that
the blue star is over the four stripes. And now, quite a few subscribers
posted very significant comments to that video, and I thought I would
read a few of these for you, and these are very interesting and very
important:.
'wjdonner' writes; 'The star on the logo is NOT the star of David.' I
think he's right. 'which is a linear symbol. This is a new symbol.
This blue, 6-pointed star is filled.' So take a look at that and you'll
see what he is writing about. And DanielJohn2300 adds, 'Good catch.
They filled in the six triangles and the hexagram.' So this is not the
six-pointed star that we see on the flag of Israel.
And 'wingnut4427' writes, 'If you turn the image on its side, the
white of the Israeli flag becomes the body of the 6's & the 3 white
stripes of the American flag form the stem of the 6's, that is three
6's, stacked with the star being the hole of the number.'
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And yes I can see that wingnut. I believe you are correct. This is
another symbol for the Antichrist in this logo. Three 6's of course give
you the Antichrist's number of 6 6 6.
And another YouTube subscriber says there is another 6 6 6 in this
logo. ChristyF writes, 'I just noticed a possible 6 6 6 on the logo. If
you count all the red stripes which are 4, and the blue stripes
which are 2, equals 6, and then add the six-pointed star, and the
year , 2013, that is 2 + 0 + 1 + 3, and you get the third 6.' So now
that 6 6 6 is very obvious. I think we are beginning to realize that this
local has a lot of the hidden symbolism.
Now it is possible, Prime Minister Netanyahu or the judges, maybe
even the creators of this satanic logo, do not understand the
symbolism, but I want to thank you my subscribers, because you
obviously do know what is going on, in these End Times, and we are
about to witness Barack Obama going to Israel . And he will either
become the Antichrist on this trip, or he will become subordinate to the
Antichrist.
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